The Associated Students of the University of Montana

Resolution Regarding the Construction of a Lazy River

April 27th 2018

SB 60-17/18

Authored by: Alexandria Schafer, ASUM Senator;
Sponsored by: Bailey Carpenter, ASUM Senator; Chauncy Liston, Associated Student;

Whereas, The Associated Students of the University of Montana (ASUM) represent the
University of Montana (UM) students’ interests;

Whereas, Spring has tentatively arrived as UM and Missoula at large;

Whereas, Lazy Rivers are beloved by all;

Whereas, The lazy river will flow around the oval and into Lake Fitzmajic;

Whereas, Happy students are retained students;

Whereas, Adequate and safe leisure activities promote academic excellence and achievement;

Whereas, UM has experienced a 30% decline in enrollment and is in search of new ways to
become unique in our identity and innovative methods to draw students to our campus,

Whereas, The Oval is indeed ovular in shape;

Whereas, Most students have a negative connotation with the term ‘Financial Aid’;

Therefore, Let It Be Resolved, That ASUM demands that the UM Foundation immediately begin
searching for donors to contribute to this affordable 60 million dollar project;

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved, That the Lazy River be named for one of the sectors of
campus that provides essential services to students, AKA the Financial Aid Lazy River;
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